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Disclaimer
This document contains description of the OpenMinTeD project findings, work and products.
Certain parts of it might be under partner Intellectual Property Right (IPR) rules so, prior to
using its content please contact the consortium head for approval.
In case you believe that this document harms in any way IPR held by you as a person or as a
representative of an entity, please do notify us immediately.
The authors of this document have taken any available measure in order for its content to be
accurate, consistent and lawful. However, neither the project consortium as a whole nor the
individual partners that implicitly or explicitly participated in the creation and publication of
this document hold any sort of responsibility that might occur as a result of using its content.
This publication has been produced with the assistance of the European Union. The content of
this publication is the sole responsibility of the OpenMinTeD consortium and can in no way be
taken to reflect the views of the European Union.
The European Union is established in accordance with the
Treaty on European Union (Maastricht). There are currently
28 Member States of the Union. It is based on the European
Communities and the member states cooperation in the
fields of Common Foreign and Security Policy and Justice
and Home Affairs. The five main institutions of the
European Union are the European Parliament, the Council
of Ministers, the European Commission, the Court of Justice
and the Court of Auditors. (http://europa.eu.int/)
OpenMinTeD is a project funded by the European Union (Grant Agreement No 654021).
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Publishable Summary
This document presents a description of the dissemination strategy and process for the
OpenMinTeD project. The Dissemination Plan and Roadmap identifies the target audience for
the project, key dissemination actions and the plan for ongoing online and offline community
building efforts over the lifetime of the project. Different dissemination channels will be
discussed, and the Plan includes an extensive timeline for implementation.
The OpenMinTeD project aspires to enable the creation of an infrastructure that fosters and
facilitates the use of text and data mining technologies in the scientific publications world and
beyond. How OpenMinTeD conducts its dissemination activities is highly important, as the
activities intent to bring effective attention to the services that the infrastructure provides. It
will therefore play an important role in securing a successful uptake of the infrastructure.
The Dissemination Plan and Roadmap is intended as a living plan that will go through a
number of iterations through the project, specifically in relation to the presentation of
OpenMinTeD at events. The dissemination strategy, to that extent, is agile and capable of
capitalising on promotional opportunities as they arise. The Plan will be updated every six
months, the first update will be in M10.

Public
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2. Introduction
2.1 Project Background
OpenMinTeD aspires to enable the creation of an infrastructure that fosters and facilitates the
use of text and data mining technologies in the scientific publications world and beyond, by
both application domain users and text-mining experts.
OpenMinTeD builds upon existing tools and text mining platforms, rendering them
discoverable, through appropriate registries, and interoperable, through an existing standardsbased interoperability layer. OpenMinTeD supports awareness of the benefits and training of
text mining users and developers alike and demonstrates the merits of the approach through a
number of use cases identified by scholars and experts from different scientific areas, ranging
from life sciences (bioinformatics, biochemistry, etc.) to food and agriculture and social
sciences and humanities related literature.
It brings together the different stakeholders, content providers and scientific communities, text
mining and infrastructure builders, legal experts, data and computing centres, industrial
players and SMEs.
Through its infrastructural foresight activities, OpenMinTeD’s vision is to make operational a
virtuous cycle in which:
1. Primary content is accessible through standardised programmatic interfaces and
access rules
2. By well-documented and easily discoverable text mining services and workflows
which process, analyse and annotate text to
3. Identify patterns and extract new meaningful actionable knowledge, which will be
used for
4. Structuring, indexing and searching content, and,
5. Act as a new knowledge resource useful for drawing new relations between content
items and firing a new mining cycle.

2.2 Project Goal
The goal of the project is to establish an open and sustainable TDM platform and
infrastructure where researchers can collaboratively create, discover, share and re-use
knowledge from a wide range of text-based scientific related sources in a seamless way to
advance research, promote interdisciplinary open science, and ultimately support evidence
based decision making.

Public
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2.3 Introduction to WP2: “Community Engagement and Sustainability”
WP2: “Community Engagement and Sustainability” covers a diverse set of activities that relate
to raising awareness about the project in domains of interest and building the instruments for
the uptake of the infrastructure interoperability framework and platform. It also investigates
the sustainability model for the long-term operation of the OpenMinTeD infrastructure.
As part of Task 2.1. “Dissemination Activities”, WP2 will raise awareness about the project, its
outcomes and opportunities. It will do this by first building a large, interested (online) user
community around the topic of Open Text and Data Mining. WP2 will involve its consortium
in a bottom-up, content-based approach: content about the project, but also the topic of open
text and data mining, will be posted by the consortium in the form of blogs. WP2 will work in
close cooperation with FutureTDM, the winner of the GARRI proposal.

Public
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3. Dissemination Strategy
3.1 Dissemination Goal
The overall goal of OpenMinTeD’s dissemination activities is to ensure wide reaching impact,
uptake and use of project deliverables, mainly the proposed interoperability specifications and
platform services, among identified target audience: content providers, text mining and
language researchers, SMEs, funders, research communities and standardisation bodies.
It must therefore be ensured that OpenMinTeD activities and materials are extensively
disseminated and promoted within the Text and Data Mining research community, libraries
and publishers, domain researchers and similar related communities that can benefit from the
services, widely announced via appropriate channels, and fully grasped by its target audience.
In order to do this most effectively, the OpenMinTeD dissemination activities will focus on
building an online community around TDM issues.

3.2 Key Messages
Overall messages
1. OpenMinTeD: an open by design text and data mining platform for open scientific
content
2. The OpenMinTeD platform makes text mining services easily discoverable
3. The OpenMinTeD platform makes text mining services interoperable and
interchangeable
4. The OpenMinTeD platform connects open science to open science, cross discipline
5. OpenMinTeD: discover, connect, mine!
Key Messages per user
End users (researchers, data base curators, etc.):
6. Use the OpenMinTeD platform to create, discover, share and re-use knowledge from
open scientific content
7. The OpenMinTeD platform shows you the way to quality data and is clear about the
data’s possible legal implications
8. The OpenMinTeD platform cuts generates knowledge across disciplines, countries
and languages
9. The OpenMinTeD platform enables you to easily configure text-mining components
into workflows for your specialized needs

Public
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10. The OpenMinTeD platform enables you to share, reuse and embed text and data
mining workflows into your own knowledge-creating solution
Content and service providers:
11. The OpenMinTeD platform makes your text and data visible and discoverable for
mining by researchers in various disciplines, countries and languages
12. Use the OpenMinTeD platform to easily share your text-mining components and
increase the impact of your content
13. The OpenMinTeD platform enables you to discover and use other text-mining
components, to complement, enrich and showcase the content of your platform

3.3 Strategic Approach
The dissemination activities of OpenMinTeD will follow two phases:
3.3.1 Phase 1: Awareness and community building
In the Awareness Phase, the communication channels will be used to raise awareness about
the following topics:




Public

The uses and benefits of TDM
WP2 will ask the consortium to deliver content on the uses and benefits of TDM. This
content will primarily raise awareness about text and data mining issues, and present
good practices of its uses and its benefits. This content will be in the form of blogs,
containing news pieces, short analyses, presentations of cases, and summaries of
scientific articles. The content will be highly interesting, innovative and new to our
target audience, and they will be the first step to build an engaging audience around the
topic of text and data mining. On the platform where the blogs will be posted, there will
be room for comments and external blogs, fostering a real-life discussion about the
topics that we aim to address, resulting in an highly engaged audience.
With their expertise on the topic of (open) text and data mining, the consortium
members are highly capable to provide blogs on a regular basis, containing content that
is new and interesting to our target audience. The consortium members with the most
relevant experience here are UNIMAN, UKP-TDA, INRA, EMBL-EBI and CNIO. WP2
will also ask external writers to contribute in the form of blogs about the uses and
benefits of TDM. And, OpenMinTeD will work closely together with FutureTDM to
draw attention to the topic of TDM.
Research communities requirements
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In WP4, the research community requirements will be collected. WP4 will identify the
typical use cases and applications (including TDM uses in real scenarios, barriers and
challenges, benefits and service provision approach) and record and chart the profiles of
researchers working in TDM. Once collected, WP2 will disseminate the requirements to
research communities and make them aware that the OpenMinTeD platform will
produce its functional specifications based on these requirements.
Barriers and obstacles in content and service provision
WP2 will collect the barriers and obstacles in content and service provision from all
consortium members in the form of blogs. Most input will come from FRONTIERS, who
will be asked to deliver several blogs about this topic.
The OpenMinTeD Project: what it is, what are the outcomes, what are the benefits for
each target audience group?
WP2 will disseminate the OpenMinTeD project description on its website and on social
media, through regular (social media) posts. Also, consortium members will
disseminate the OpenMinTeD project at conferences and workshops, through
presentations, papers and posters.
Working groups activities and outreach to experts, with the aim for validation from a
large number of groups.
WP2 will disseminate the working group activities and outreach to experts. WP2 will
receive regular updates from each of the working group leaders, and will ask them to
write a blog about the most important developments. WP2 will disseminate the blogs
on all the OpenMinTeD dissemination channels.

3.3.2 Phase 2: the OpenMinted interoperability and services uptake
In the Uptake Phase, the dissemination channels will be used to engage stakeholders to:



Adapt the interoperability framework
Use the OpenMinTeD platform services and guidelines

In the Uptake Phase, a series of workshops will be held, focusing on the above two topics
(more about the workshops in 6.1, page 23). In addition, two tender open calls and two
hackathons will be organised to develop applications with special focus on innovative ideas
improving the uptake of the OpenMinTeD infrastructure, promoting the openness and reuse
principle (more about this in the Open Calls Specifications, D2.3). These may be combined with
existing initiatives that project partners bring into the project (e.g., OpenAIRE, BioCreative,
ELIXIR, Human Brain Project). The consortium will pay special attention to the uptake of the
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platform by SMEs, a detailed plan to be constructed in the next release of the dissemination
roadmap deliverable.
In this phase, the messages of Phase 1 will continue to play a role, in order to continue to get
(new) stakeholders and new research communities to understand and use the OpenMinTeD
platform. But, the main aim will be to build on the stakeholder audience that was gathered in
Phase 1, and to turn our key messages into implementation mechanisms and hand on
experiences in order to get our audience to adapt the OpenMinTeD interoperability
framework/guidelines and to use/find the OpenMinTeD platform services.
Also, Phase 2 will be used to focus on the issue of Sustainability. The consortium will start a
discussion on the OpenMinTeD website about the sustainability of the OpenMinTeD project,
and will ask its community to provide feedback and to thing along on the topic. This will be
helpful in drafting the Sustainability Model Study in M35 (D2.6).

3.4 Impact of the OpenMinTeD Dissemination







Build an online community around TDM issues
Broaden data/content coverage by engaging content providers in the infrastructure
Populate the infrastructure with text-mining/analysis services through promotion of
technical specifications to text miners, language engineers and other service providers
(e.g. SMEs)
Promote the OpenMinTeD platform and services to a wide variety of research
communities
Establish new collaborations with European and global infrastructures and initiatives

More on how to measure these impacts in Chapter 9 (p. 35).

3.5 Knowing our Target Audience
The target audience that OpenMinTeD aims to reach will understand OpenMinTeD in
different ways, therefore we need to have a good knowledge of their needs. OpenMinTeD will
address the groups listed in TABLE 1 in all its communication:

Public
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TABLE 1. ADDRESSING OPENMINTED TARGET AUDIENCE

Stakeholder

What are their interests?

How to address this
stakeholder

Small publishers,
scholarly societies and
repositories

More visible content, more widely
used by researchers. Better-defined
scene of legal and policy aspects

Collaborate to deliver
content for TDM purposes

Text mining and
language researchers

Economies of scale w.r.t. text mining
services and resources. Sharing of
algorithms and software resources

Increase awareness about
the benefits of text-mining
and the technical and legal
limitations of machine
access to research
publications

SMEs and young
researchers

Use the OpenMinTeD specification
and services to find/compile services
to more advanced or innovative
products

Researchers: inform about
how to adopt the relevant
practices

Funders

Awareness on TDM need for
infrastructure services, policy
harmonisation

Increase awareness about
the benefits of text-mining
and the technical and legal
limitations of machine
access to research
publications

Research
Communities

Integration of TDM and open science
awareness into training material

Inform about how to adopt
the relevant practices

Standardisation bodies Introduction of new or enhancement
of existing standards

Inform about standardised
programmatic interfaces
and access rules

Public

SMEs: mobilise and prepare
them to act as the
middlemen and deliver
innovation and value-added
services based on the
eventual OpenMinTeD
infrastructure
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4. Going Multi-Channel
OpenMinTeD will perform its dissemination activities on a wide range of channels, in order to
maximize impact and to reach all target audiences. The following channels will be used to
target each of the target groups, with a specific aim:
TABLE 2. ADDRESSING OPENMINTED TARGET AUDIENCE PER CHANNEL

Channel

Target Group

Targeted Aim

Most Relevant
Phase

Brochures,
leaflets, cards,
posters,
briefing
papers,
infographs

Content providers,
service providers and
research communities

The material will contain clear
explanations tailored to each
stakeholder on how to use the
provided services

Uptake

Synergies
with the
media

General audience,
research communities,
policy makers

Raising profile via relevant
news articles and press releases

Awareness

Mailing lists

Jisc repositories, OKFN’s
Open Science lists,
OpenAIRE channels

Raising awareness through
community topics related to
OpenMinTeD

Awareness

Newsletter

TDM community

Spread the word on TDM
research community
requirements or achievements

Awareness &
Uptake

Website

All stakeholders

Provide a gateway to all project
results

Awareness &
Uptake

Social media

TDM community

Link those looking for support
in TDM and report on TDM or
project related topics, building
an interested TDM community

Awareness &
Uptake

Multimedia:
Slideshare
and Vimeo
channel

Depending on audience
of
presentations/webinars/
workshops

Gather all presentations,
webinars and workshop
recordings

Uptake

Workshops
and training

See “Target audience in
the workshop

Investigate key topics, raise
awareness of project outputs,

Awareness &
Uptake

Public
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Channel

Target Group

Targeted Aim

activities

programme”, Chapter 6.

attract stakeholders

Journal
articles,
conferences,
booths and
events

Stakeholder audience
present at international
conferences

Presentations and posters will
raise awareness, networking
will serve to target relevant
stakeholders

Partnerships

CLARIN, OpenAIRE,
Bilaterial partnerships whereby
EUDAT, HBP,
each partner disseminates key
MetaShare, AnnoMarket, information
OKFN

Most Relevant
Phase
Uptake

Uptake

4.1 Channels: Where to Say What
On a daily basis, the OpenMinTeD dissemination channels are: the project website, the blog,
the newsletter, our social media channels, the calendar, and our relations with the press.
4.1.1 OpenMinTeD Website
The OpenMinTeD website (www.openminted.eu) will be the main content channel of the
OpenMinTeD project, to where the audience will be pulled with interesting information about
TDM and where project specific information will be pushed.
The website will be structured as follows:

Public
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FIGURE 1. SITEMAP OPENMINTED

In the “About” section, information about the project and each of the partners will be
displayed. In the “Community” section, we will showcase who the project is targeted at and
which use cases the project focuses on. In the “Blogs” section the OpenMinTeD consortium
will post blogs about text and data mining possibilities, challenges and future developments
(see OpenMinTeD Blog in Chapter 4.1.2.). The “Events” section will feature all OpenMinTeD
events, the “Publications” section will feature all the publications and presentations written by
the OpenMinTeD consortium. The “Support” area will be taken care of by WP3: Support and
Training, and will contain all the support features as written up in the Support and Training
Objectives and Program Definition (WP3).
AIM OF THE WEBSITE
The website will be used to inform about the OpenMinTeD project activities and progress and
will provide the links to relevant tools. The blogs will be used to create an engaged, active
community around the topic of TDM.
APPROACH

Public
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WP2 partners will collect blogs, news, publications and event reports from the consortium.
WP2 will request specific content from specific members, but will also encourage the
consortium to take initiative to write content for the website. The leader of WP2, LIBER, will
set content deadlines for the consortium (see “Responsibilities” in Chapter 8).
RESPONSIBLE
The leader of WP2, LIBER, will be responsible for coordinating the creation and distribution of
content. ARC and AK will provide full assistance in gathering website content. ARC will
provide the collaborative tools to facilitate. Other members of WP2 will be asked to provide
regular input for the website.

(See “Role of Work Package Leaders” and “Role of Task

Leaders” in Chapter 8).
4.1.2 OpenMinTeD Blog
Aim of the Blog
On the website, the blog will be the main focus and the most regularly updated point of
information. The blog will be written by the OpenMinTeD consortium. WP2 will encourage
the consortium to deliver these blogs on a regular basis (see “Responsibilities” in Chapter 8).
In the Awareness stage, the blog will aim to gather an audience interested in TDM issues and
developments. At the end of every blog, there will be a button to direct to the “About the
Project” page on the OpenMinTeD website. This way, we can raise awareness about the
OpenMinTeD project. The awareness blog will:





Inform the TDM community about Open TDM developments
Inform the TDM community about (Open) TDM events
Engage the TDM community through opinion pieces that ask for feedback and create a
discussion among the TDM community
Increase awareness among publishers and content owners, text-miners and funders
about the benefits of text-mining and the technical and legal limitations of machine
access to research publications

In the Uptake stage, the blogs will talk more about the OpenMinTeD project results and
developments.
Style of the blog



Public
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At least 1 photo / picture / graph*
Highlight important sentences in bold (we can use these as quotes to stand out in the
blog)
Use subheaders to break up large block of text
Add 10-20 tags to represent the blog
Maximum 2,000 words
If possible, graphs, tables or infographs to explain complicated components*
If possible, link to related blogs posts, news posts, or scientific articles
Mention the words “TDM” or “Open Mining” or “Data Mining” as much as possible
(for SEO)

* LIBER can assist in the creation of graphs, tables or infographs
Approach
WP2 will collect blogs from the consortium by setting specific deadlines for specific members.
The consortium will be asked to write a blog after every attended event or workshop on the
topic, and to update their colleagues once a month about their work in OpenMinTeD. WP2
will also encourage the consortium to take initiative to write blogs ad-hoc about text and data
mining. The leader of WP2, LIBER, will set content deadlines for the consortium (see
“Responsibilities” in Chapter 8), will add blog-style headlines and edit the texts if necessary
before publishing.
Frequency
A blog should be posted at least once every two weeks.
4.1.3 Newsletter
Aim of the Newsletter





Send traffic to the OpenMinTeD website, where more information on the project is
available
Create buzz about OpenMinTeD, by giving our target audience regular updates on all
OpenMinTeD activities
Raise awareness of OpenMinTeD and TDM issues/activities
Increase engagement: every newsletter will contain a call to action to get involved in
OpenMinTeD

Approach

Public
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WP2 will collect all the relevant OpenMinTeD news, blogs and project updates of the last 3
months and select the most important and/or appealing elements to be highlighted in the
newsletter. The newsletter will be kept short: articles will contain an interesting headline and
only the first paragraph or the summary of an article will appear in the newsletter. This
enables our target audience to scan the content quickly, then link out to read the full article.
This way, we don’t overload our audience with information and long texts, and we build an
audience for our website.
Frequency
The newsletter is released quarterly. Content should be ready to be published by the 27th of
M3, M6, M9, M12, and so forth.
Content
The newsletter will contain maximum six articles, each containing a picture.







Interviews with the consortium about their work and the project progress
Infrastructure or policy updates
Text and data mining updates
Calendar of events and poster presentations
Selected blogs
Link to OpenMinTeD FB and Twitter

Additional news emails
Because the newsletter will only come out quarterly, additional emails are needed to announce
major OpenMinTeD moments (breakthroughs, platform releases, events, etc.) in a timely
manner.
Mailing list
The leader of WP2, LIBER, will ask the consortium to contribute email addresses to building a
relevant mailing list of the TDM community, to which the newsletter should be send to. The
website will also contain a button where those interested can sign up for the newsletter
themselves.
Responsible
The leader of WP2, LIBER, will be responsible for coordinating the creation of content and the
collection and selection of the content. Also, LIBER will be responsible for sending out the

Public
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newsletter. Members of WP2 will think along on catchy titles and teasers to be added. ARC
gives final approval and has overall editorial responsibility.
4.1.4 Social Media
Social media channels will be set up in order to establish a strong social media presence.
Twitter
Twitter is a very powerful tool to disseminate news about open TDM as it seems to be very
widely used among the TDM community. A Twitter account is already set up and is accessible
at https://twitter.com/openminted_eu. LIBER, ARC and AgroKnow will get access to the
Twitter account, and will Tweet according to a monthly schedule, which will go into effect in
M8:
LIBER: Day 1 – 10
ARC: Day 11-20
AgroKnow: Day 21-30/31
Using this schedule, the Twitter account can become an active account, as more people will be
able to come up with more content to Tweet about on a regular basis.
Aim: 400 followers
LinkedIn
Being the fastest growing social media sites for professionals, LinkedIn will be the ideal place
to start a discussion about TDM by posting (part of) our blogs. OpenMinTeD and FutureTDM
consortium members will all be encouraged to link the LinkedIn OpenMinTeD community
profile to their own profile, and to join the conversation on this platform about TDM. A
community

profile

is

already

set

up

and

is

accessible

at

https://www.linkedin.com/grp/home?gid=8402199.
Aim: 100 members
Facebook
Facebook is being used less in the TDM community, and will be used less in the OpenMinTeD
project. We will however set up an account to allow for conversations and sharing of our blogs
for those who are not active on Twitter or LinkedIn. An account has been set up and is
accessible at https://www.facebook.com/openminted.

Public
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Facebook: 300 likes
Vimeo
Will be used to share videos, livestreaming and powerpoint presentations. An account has
been set up and is accessible at http://www.vimeo.com/openminted.
Aim: 50 views
Slideshare
Will be used to share OpenMinTeD Powerpoint presentations. An account has been set up and
is accessible at http://www.slideshare.net/openminted_eu.
Aim: 20 presentations
Google+
Will be used to post the same information as on Facebook. The main purpose is to get a higher
ranking in Google. A Google+ community has been set up and is accessible at
https://plus.google.com/communities/104298061189595412493.
4.1.4.1 What to announce when
 News / Blog / Newsletter / Featured project articles: these should be tweeted about as








much as possible
Guidelines: Any updates to the OpenMinTeD guidelines should be widely announced
via each channel
Technical updates: When the infrastructure has significant updates, should be
announced on Twitter
Announcing new repositories: Each new repository should be announced and
welcomed to the infrastructure the moment the content is validated, mainly on Twitter
and LinkedIn.
External news: Any global updates to policies and infrastructures, Scholarly
information topics, Research data management. Announced on FB and Twitter
Slides/ presentations: Any project presentations should be shared via the Slideshare
account.

4.1.4.2 Frequency
Immediate and/or when relevant

Best times to post on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn:


Public

Always on weekdays
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At the start of the workday
During lunch breaks
In the evening after 17.00 (commuting time)

4.1.4.3 Responsibility
The leader of WP2, LIBER, will be responsible for coordinating the creation of social media

messages. ARC, AK, CNIO and Frontiers will heavily assist. The entire consortium should
suggest ideas for dissemination on social media in the monthly WP2 call.
4.1.4.4 Social media style
 Always accompany a post with visual content





Short, to the point, catchy
Encouraging engagement (not just one-way information sharing)
Lots of retweets and likes of similar projects / topics

4.1.5 Calendar
An internal calendar with go-to conferences will be kept up-to-date on the Redmine platform.
Every member of the consortium is responsible for updating this calendar regularly.
When it is decided that the OpenMinTeD project will be presented at one of these conference,
either in a workshop, through a poster presentation or else, the conference will be added to the
calendar on the OpenMinTeD website.
4.1.6 Press Relations
Press releases will be sent to our press relations after major moments in the OpenMinTeD
project (breakthroughs, platform releases, events, etc). Press releases will always go through
LIBER, who will do the final edit and put it in the right template.

Public
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5. Dissemination Material
5.1 Material
The following outputs have been selected as dissemination materials to support the activities
of OpenMinTeD per stakeholder (there will be no need for a generic OpenMinTeD brochure):
Leaflets/post cards
 Small publishers, scholarly societies and repositories
 Text mining and language researchers
 Researcher reference tools and social networks
 SMEs
 Funders
 Research Communities
FactSheets (to be distributed at workshops)





Content providers
Language resources and technologies
Repository managers and platforms
Text-miners and TDM researchers

Posters







Official project poster
OpenMinTeD infrastructure
Scholarly Communication Use Case
Life Sciences Use Case
Agriculture/Biodiversity Use Case
Social Sciences Use Case

5.2 Upcoming Deadlines and Campaigns
The following should be achieved by M5:




Info Sheet for Content providers and creators about what the OpenMinTeD project is
and aspires to do (for first workshop in M5)
General OpenMinTeD poster
Planned Webinar

In M3, a first campaign will start, that will run across all platforms:
Promotion Programme to increase the data coverage in the platform

Public
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OU and LIBER, in close collaboration with FutureTDM, will run a promotion programme as
part of WP3, targeted primarily at the communities of publishers and content owners, textminers and funders increasing awareness about the benefits of text-mining and the technical
and legal limitations of machine access to research publications. The aim of the programme
will be to contribute to the resolution of these issues maximizing:
1.
2.

The amount of data that can be available in the OpenMinTeD platform
Quantitatively and qualitatively improving the set of available text mining services

More about this in the Support and Training Objectives and Program Definition (WP3).

Public
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6. Workshops, Support and Training
6.1 Workshops
OpenMinTeD will organise six public targeted workshops/events, aimed at different types of
stakeholders. The goal is to raise awareness on TDM issues and engage them in the
infrastructure uptake. All workshops will address technical, legal, policy, organisational and
sustainability issues and will be organised next to major community events. The intensity of
dissemination activities on social media will be increased in the weeks leading up to the
workshops, and will mainly focus on bringing attention to the workshop, who is attending,
why it is an important workshop and what will be discussed. After the workshop, the outcome
will be disseminated as soon as possible.
Table 3. WORKSHOPS

Target community

Scope

Expected Date

Content providers and
creators (incl.
publishers and
scholarly societies)

Present the vision, discuss blocking

M6: November 2015 [LIBER,
UvA, UoS]

Language resources
and technologies

Promotion and alignment to
international infrastructural
initiatives

M12: 25-27 May 2016 [ARC,
UKP-TUDA, UNIMAN,
USFD] at LREC 2016

Repository managers
and repository
platforms

Content and service provision:
awareness & benefits,

M15: August 2016 [ARC,
OU] at Open Repositories
Conference

factors on the way to realisation of
the vision, discuss operational/
organisational and legal/policy
aspects, as well as tech. challenges.

Use of OpenMinTeD guidelines and
platforms
Look into legal (content),
technical (tools) issues.

Text mining service
providers

Public

Uptake by text mining researchers
M20: January 2017 [OU]
and SMEs, Text-miners from scientific
publications at major digital library
conferences, associated with
JCDL/TPDL
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Content providers and
creators

Present the work so far, technical
aspects to engage participation in the
infrastructure, organisational and
sustainability topics.

M27: August 2017 [LIBER,
ARC, UA, UoS]

Final event

Official launch of the platform,
sustainability

M34: March 2018 [ARC]

Public
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6.2 Thematic Workshops
Each member of OpenMinTeD will be involved in thematic workshops usually organised in
the framework of major conferences or community regular meetings. So far, we have
identified the following possible conferences to promote the project proceedings and results of
OpenMinTeD:
Table 4. Targeted conferences for workshops

Target community

Expected Date

KKD

10-13 August 2015, Sydney

BioCreative

9-11 Sept 2015, Sevilla

Human Brain Project (HBP): “The Information Universe”
Conference

7-9 October 2015, Groningen

SfN Neuroscience 2015

17-21 October 2015, Chicago

ICT 2015 Innovate, Connect, Transform

20-22 October 2015, Lisbon

Global Open Data for Agriculture and Nutrition (GODAN):
Creating and improving business with open data

10 November 2015,
Wageningen

The challenges of big data for societies in a changing World
(CESSDA)

18 November 2015, Auchan

iPRES

2-6 November 2015, Chapel
Hill

4th Annual Global Food Safety Partnership (GFSP)

Early 2016

IASSIT2016

31 May-3 June 2016, Bergen

10th FENS Forum of Neuroscience

2-6 July 2016, Copenhagen

FAO Agris

No dates yet, maybe collocated
with GODAN event (10 Nov)

After every conference where OpenMinTeD was present with a workshop, a blog should be
handed in by the organiser of the workshop, within 1 week after the workshop. WP2 will
make sure the above list is regularly updated and sent to the consortium. WP2 will also collect
the blogs and disseminate them to the OpenMinTeD target audience.

6.3 Events to Target for Presentation

Public
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OpenMinTeD outcomes will be regularly disseminated through presentations (research
papers), posters, demonstrations and tutorials at key events and publications in international
conferences and journals or to international authorities or user groups. After every event
where OpenMinTeD was presented, a blog should be handed in by the presenting party,
within 1 week after the presentation. Here follows a preliminary list of targeted events: (LIBER
will make sure this list is regularly updated and send to the consortium)
Table 5. TARGETED CONFERENCES FOR PRESENTATIONS

Venue/Channel

Impact

Expected Date

JCDL, TPDL, Open
Repositories
conferences

Making people aware of the
OpenMinTeD services with the aim to
promote the benefits of making textual
data (primarily research articles)
available directly from platform for textminers.

JCDL: June 2016

Text Analytics, €ACL,
COLING, EMNLP,
WWW, LREC, LTInnovate, Shared
tasks, LIBER
workshop, IFLA
Congress, TERENA,
EUDAT and EGI
workshops

Making text mining researchers aware of
the OpenMinTeD infrastructure and how
they can contribute their own services
and resources there

COLING: 2016, Japan

ISMB, Bioinformatics,
BMC Bioinformatics,
InternationalSociety
for Biocuration,
International
Biocuration
Conference,
Database:The Journal
of Biological
Databases, Curation,
European Conference
on Information
Retrieval, European

Promoting text mining infrastructure as
part of training in scientific curation of
databases, increasing attraction of the
curation profession. Measure the
improvement in speed and accuracy of
curation activities.

Public

TPDL: 14-18 Sept 2015
(Poznan)

EMNLP: 17-21 Sept,
Lisbon
LREC: 25-27 May 2016,
Portoroz
LIBER: 2016, Helsinki

Bioinformatics: 21-23
Feb 2016, Rome
Biocuration Conf: 10-14
April 2016, Geneva
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Venue/Channel

Impact

Expected Date

Medical Informatics
Conference
Global Food Safety
Partnership (GFSP)
regular meetings

Promotion of the OpenMinTeD
infrastructure and the agricultural
applications to the GFSP network that
includes a large number of public and
private organisations from all around the
world.

Meetings of the
Agricultural Data
Interoperability
Interest Group and
Wheat Data
Interoperability
Working Group of the
Research Data
Alliance (RDA). In
collaboration with
INRA

Promotion of the OpenMinTeD
infrastructure and the agricultural
applications to the related communities
of agricultural researchers that deal with
problems related to ours and are
potential end users of the produced
applications.

Global Open Data for
Agriculture and
Nutrition (GODAN)
network meetings

Promotion of the OpenMinTeD
infrastructure and the agricultural
applications to the GODAN network that
includes more than 60 stakeholders
working with open agricultural data.

Africa Open Data
Conference, 2 Sep 2015,
Tanzania
Global Summit, 27 Oct
2015, TBD,
GODAN, 25 Nov 2015,
Wageningen

European Conference
on Information
Retrieval

Making IR researchers aware of
OpenMinTeD; use of text mining for IR
and semantic search engines.

European Medical
Informatics
Conference

Promotion of OpenMinTeD platform in
the health informatics domain.

Force 11 Conference

Raise awareness in Force 11 community
(publishers, data managers, curators).

Public
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Venue/Channel

Impact

Expected Date

Human Brain Project
and CESSDA user
fora, project meetings

Promotion of OpenMinTeD
interoperability and platform services in
the SSH and Neuroinformatics domain
(within the HBP).

RDA working groups
on metadata,
brokering services,
long tail of science /
RDA Plenary

Align with research data practitioners
working on interoperability standards
and bring attention to TDM issues Raise
awareness to librarians working to
support data management and
visualisation

RDA Plenary, 23-25
September, Paris (colocated with eInfrastructures & RDA
for data intensive
science Workshop, 22
September)

Open Data Initiative
(ODI) events

Promotion of the OpenMinTeD results to
the ODI network that includes a large
number of stakeholders working with
open data from all around the world.

ODI Summit 2015, 3
November 2015,
London

6.4 Training Programme
The Training Programme will be led by Open University, as part of WP3: Support and
Training. The main goal of the Training Programme is the promotion and adoption of the
OpenMinTeD guidelines and the use of the platform by content and service providers. The
programme will be injected by legal, policy and organisational topics and will target a variety
of stakeholders:
Researchers, content providers, librarians, text mining practitioners, e-Infrastructure builders,
policy makers, legal advisers.
The means to be employed for delivering training are both electronic and physical:
WEBINARS:



Presentation and seminars that promote key project results with online discussions
among participants
Seminars on OpenMinTeD guidelines

OPEN ON-LINE COURSES:

Public
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The activity will be supported through Open University by a training infrastructure that
will be centered around an online training platform, developed in the FOSTER project,
which is dedicated to supporting the training of a range of stakeholders around the
topics of Open Science.
ARC will guarantee a transfer of best practices through OpenAIRE’s pan-European
network of National Open Access Desks.

FACE-TO-FACE TUTORIALS:



At the planned OpenMinTeD workshops
As part of existing vertical initiatives (e.g., the BioCreative challenge workshops demo
sessions and tutorials of text mining systems for the life sciences domain and
biocuration through CNIO, the OpenAIRE planned workshop on TDM through ARC).

Delivery of training will start from M16 and will continue with new material (subsequent
releases of the guidelines and the platform services) until the end of the project. The training
programme will focus on communities onboard the project as well as newcomers and other
interested parties. For the detailed programme, see the Support and Training Objectives and
Program Definition (WP3).
WP2 will cooperate closely with WP3, to make sure that the trainings are well spread across
the target audience. WP2 will disseminate each training to the fullest and devote its social
media channels and website to fulfill this task. After the Support and Training Objectives and
Program Definition is finished in M4, a more detailed plan of how WP2 will disseminate the
trainings can be drawn up. An update will follow in the next version of this Dissemination
Plan.

6.5 Front End Support System
(in collaboration with Future TDM)
As part of WP3 (Support and Training), under the responsibility of Open University,
OpenMinTeD will set up a Helpdesk Support System through a ticketing system, in
collaboration with FutureTDM, that provides a knowledge base and shares guides and best
practices on issues such as:



Public

legal limitations arising from copyright law as applicable in different jurisdictions,
contractual solutions (licensing support and recommendations)
technical issues pertaining to the adoption of interoperability standards by text mining
service providers
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issues pertaining to the content and text mining services registries

Issues arising and general level support requests will enter the OpenMinTeD platform and
infrastructure through a dedicated User Forum. Providing no sensitive information is at stake,
the issues raised and their resolution or recommendation for resolution will be shared through
the User Forum and organised in a FAQs-like form (sensitive issues will be handled by
dedicated email-operated helpdesks). For the detailed specifications of the Front End Support
System, see the On-Line Support Knowledge Base (WP3).
WP2 will cooperate with WP3, to help make sure that the Helpdesk is well-known and
accessed across the target audience. WP2 will disseminate the Helpdesk to the fullest and
devote its social media channels and website to fulfill this task. After the On-Line Support
Knowledge Base is finished in M12, a more detailed plan of how WP2 will disseminate the
Helpdesk can be drawn up, and be included in this Dissemination Plan and Roadmap.

6.6 Publications
Throughout the OpenMinTeD project, WP2 will regularly ask the consortium to publish in
professional journals about OpenMinTeD. WP2 will encourage the consortium every 6 months
to monitor calls for papers for relevant conference proceedings. Other channels to publish
could be external newsletters of similar European Projects, the LIBER Quarterly, and relevant
channels of the European Commission.

Public
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7. Collaborations
7.1 Collaboration with FutureTDM
The entire OpenMinTeD project will work closely together with the winner of the GARRI
project (FutureTDM) to receive input regarding legal and policy aspects. OpenMinTeD will
also pursue and facilitate the collaboration with FutureTDM throughout all phases of its
support, training and outreach programme, specifically in its Advocacy Programme. More
about this in the Collaboration Plan with GARRI Project (WP1). The idea of a common
webplatform is being discussed at the moment, and will be featured further in the first update
of this Plan.

7.2 Collaborations with European Projects and Initiatives
OpenMinTeD, closely linked to the scholarly communication and language resource
management infrastructures, will build organisational as well as technical bridges to existing
initiatives to facilitate strategic alignment at the European, national and institutional levels.
D2.2. will be responsible for this task. It will do so through dedicated agreements, and where
possible pilots for sharing content or services, among others, with:








OA repository/journal infrastructures: OpenAIRE, Jisc/CORE, PMC Europe,
ARL/SHARE, HATHI
Scientific publishers and researcher reference systems: Frontiers, PLOS, Mendeley,
ResearchGate
Patent offices: EPO, WIPO
Text mining, natural language processing and language technology infrastructures:
META-SHARE, CLARIN
Data and cloud related initiatives: EGI, GEANT/AAI, EUDAT
Domain specific research infrastructures: ELIXIR, BioCreative, INFRAFRONTIER,
HBP, CESSDA, DARIAH, Europeana, agINFRA
Linked Open Data initiatives and systems: LOD/NIF, PSI initiatives (e.g., opendata.europa.eu, www.publicdata.eu)

OpenMinTeD will also seek the support and cooperation of similar initiatives:




Public

Creative Commons organisation
Scholarly communication: ARL/SHARE, Force11
Computational linguistic groups: special interest groups such as ACL Special Interest
Group on Biomedical Natural Language Processing – SigBioMed
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Infrastructural initiatives: CLARIN, APPS GRID in the US, Language Grid in
Japan/Asia, OpenAIRE
Bio- and neuroscience global initiatives: Elixir and Elixir GOBLET for education and
training, NLM resources, NCBO web services, PMC Europe)
Standardisation and other similar groups: W3C, RDA, ISO

In the international scene, OpenMinTeD partners are well positioned to raise OpenMinTeD as
a key emerging infrastructure, and promote its interoperability framework to global
standardisation bodies: W3C (ontologies), LAPPS Grid in the US and Language Grid in
Japan/Asia(text mining, natural language processing and language technology), RDA
(metadata and brokering services groups), HATHI and ARL’s SHARE (text mining of scientific
publications).
The first European collaboration will be one with the Europeana and DARIAH infrastructures,
with whom OpenMinTeD will organise the first workshop. The workshop will target
stakeholders in Scholarly Communication and in Cultural Heritage, and will take place in the
last quarter of 2015.
More about collaborations in the Collaboration and Liaison Plan (WP2).
Within WP2, task 2.1. (Dissemination activities) will cooperate with task 2.2. (Liaison,
collaboration and standardisation activities), to help make sure that OpenMinTeD is wellknown to the initiatives and organisations in the list above that we would like to cooperate
with. Task 2.1. will disseminate OpenMinTeD to these initiatives and organisations by
targeting them on social media. After the Collaboration and Liaison Plan is finished in M4, a
more detailed plan of how Task 2.1. will target these initiatives and organisations can be
drawn up, and be included in this Dissemination Plan and Roadmap.

Public
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8. Responsibilities
LIBER has overall responsibility for the OpenMinTeD dissemination activities. LIBER will:




Coordinate the preparation and final editing of the quarterly newsletter
Provide information on dissemination progress
Draft dissemination materials

The dissemination activities will be executed in close cooperation with all the project partners
who are involved in WP2. ARC and AK are specifically assigned to Task 2.1. "Dissemination
Activities", and will therefore put in extra effort to execute the dissemination activities.
LIBER will organise a monthly call with all WP2 members, to discuss the progress of the
project and opportunities for dissemination activities of every Work Package. In this monthly
call, LIBER will discuss with ARC and AK in detail what our dissemination activities and
website content will be for the upcoming weeks.

8.1 Role of Work Package Leaders
Every Work Package Leader should come each month with a news item or blog post.
The Work Package Leaders should make sure that the content of the News Item / Blog post
focuses on the overall results of their Work Package.

8.2 Role of Task Leaders
Every Task Leader should come each month with a:
 News item and
 Blog post
They should also assist the WP2 lead in submitting:






Events where project results can be promoted
Publications in journals, conferences
Related articles
Related projects
Related work of individual researchers

8.3 Consortium Members: Dissemination Log and Blog
DISSEMINATION LOG

Public
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After members of the consortium have attended an event where they presented/represented
OpenMinTeD, they should add this event to the Dissemination Log in Redmine.
When members of the consortium are planning to write a publication about OpenMinTeD,
they should also add this to the Dissemination Log in Redmine. When the publication is
finished, they should add a link to where the publication can be downloaded.
BLOG
Also, after each relevant conference, a blog should be written about either:




Public

the relevance of the conference for OpenMinTeD
the reactions to the OpenMinTeD project by the conference attendees, both positive and
negative
lessons learned
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9. Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s)
9.1 General Project KPI’s
Table 6. Key performance indicators1

Key Performance
Indicator

Measure

Increased research
productivity

Measure through the OpenMinTeD use cases: compare current
practice with text mining supported practice in certain tasks and in
certain areas within the use cases. Results from such measures will
be used to inform outreach activities and to guide sustainability
plans in indicating low hanging fruit that can be exploited to
provide immediate short-term impact post-project that will help to
consolidate and increase interest in and uptake of future
OpenMinTeD TM services.

Increased awareness
among researchers of the
OpenMinTeD
infrastructure, platform
and services

# of publications by OpenMinTeD participants together with
available publication access/download and citation statistics (the
latter inevitably lag behind, however the former show level of
interest relatively quickly)
# of references in (social) media to OpenMinTeD.
# of participants in OpenMinTeD tutorials, online courses,
webinars or other training events.
Downloads of guides, guidelines and other best practice
documents. Levels of helpdesk activity.

Ability to add, remove,
replace components,
workflows, resources,
services, hardware
platforms while
preserving
interoperability)

This projects to the level of endorsement of the OpenMinTeD
interoperability specifications by determining direct and indirect,
explicit and implicit endorsement by stakeholders. Examples of
implicit endorsement would be a developer registering a service
that is OpenMinTeD compliant, or repeated use of an
OpenMinTeD workflow by a research community.

Increased take-up and
use of text mining by
researchers due to
increasing availability of

Log analysis from the accounting/user management service of the
platform.

1

Levels of helpdesk activity.

Colour text indicates KPIs directly related to Dissemination Activities

Public
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interoperable text mining
services

Interest of participation in the planned hackathons and the series
of tenders.
For the longer term: citations in scholarly journals, references in
online fora, announcements of research project awards mentioning
OpenMinTeD services, announcements of addition of
OpenMinTeD compliant artefacts to scientific workflow
environments (or use thereof in such environments).

Increased activity in text
mining of full text
content and
diversification of mined
texts

Log analysis from the accounting/user management service of the
platform. For the longer term monitor, for example, the emergence
of new resources that are derived from analysis of full text content
via OpenMinTeD, and the level of embedding of OpenMinTeD
compliant workflows in, e.g., institutional repositories and
archives.applications.

Reduction in costs and
time for text mining (i.e.,
Increasing levels of
reuse/sharing of
interoperable
components, workflows,
services, content and
results

Although measuring such impact in general is more likely to be
part of some post-project activity, during the project it will be
possible to measure gains in productivity, for example, gains in
productivity of biocurators in the Life Sciences use cases,
compared to levels of productivity without use of TM: it so
happens that the biocuration community tends to gather statistics
on productivity so can provide a basis for comparison.

Increasing numbers of
researchers who are able
to carry out a significant
text mining task using
OpenMinTeD

This can be measured indirectly during the project by various
means, including:
# of participants in OpenMinTeD training workshops.
# of downloads of training material.
# of participants in the proposed hackathons.

Increasing numbers of
Number of service additions to the OpenMinTeD registry.
text mining and language
technology developers
render their tools
OpenMinTeD compliant
Increasing amount,
coverage and depth of
shared results of text
mining (annotations)

Public

Such capacity would be measured via statistics of the shared data
and by logs of the re-use of the shared data by OpenMinTeD
artefacts.
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An increasing level of
interaction with
stakeholders through
OpenMinTeD
participation in outreach
and dissemination
activities.

# of conferences where OpenMinTeD is presented (research
papers, demos, posters).
# of workshops organised (number of participants) or attending.
# of webinars and other training channels.

9.1.1

9.2 Dissemination-specific KPI’s
Table 7. KPI’s per dissemination channel

Channel

Measure

Goal to reach by the
end of the project

Printed materials

Press/publicity

Newsletter

Website

Blog

Social media

Public

# of printed brochures (success stories)

4 brochures

# of printed leaflets

5 leaflets

# of printed cards

4 cards

# of printed posters

3 posters

# of printed infographs

2 infographs

# of news articles about OpenMinTeD

2 news articles

# of external blogs

5 external blogs

# of sent press releases

2 press releases

# of newsletter subscribers

400 subscribers

# of newsletters sent

8 newsletters

# of visits per month

1000 visits

# of unique visits per month

500 unique visits

# of blogs written

80 blogs

# of reads per blog

100 reads

# of FB likes

300 likes

# of Twitter followers

400 followers

# of LinkedIn members

100 members
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Channel

Measure

Goal to reach by the
end of the project

Multimedia

# of Slideshare presentations

20 presentations

# of Slideshare views per presentation

20 views per pres.

# of videos

4 videos

# of views per video

50 views per video

# of total workshop participants

100 participants

# of total webinar participants

50 participants

# of total online course participants

25 participants

Journal articles,
conferences, booths
and events

# of (poster) presentations held

10 presentations

# of journal articles published

20 publications

Partnerships

# of partnerships established

3 partnerships

# of support/cooperation agreements

3 agreements

Workshops and
training activities

Public
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10. Timeline
In the following timeline, the Dissemination Activities (in red) are scheduled in accordance
with Workshops (in orange), Milestones and Deliverables (in yellow) to disseminate. The
Dissemination Materials, in the top rows, are scheduled to be finished in the month before
each workshop, as they will be handed out at the respective workshop.
Every column in the timeline represents one month. As shown in the timeline, a newsletter is
scheduled to be send out every three months. The timetable shows which Workshops,
Milestones and Deliverables should be disseminates in which Newsletter. The website, blogs
and social media will be updated every month, and should disseminate the Workshops,
Milestones and Deliverables that are displayed on the same column in the timeline.

Public
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Figure 1. Timeline
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